Uniqueness in the Cauchy problem for hyperbolic operators degenerate at a point on the initial surface depends on values of the coefficients of the lower order terms. If the operator P is doubly characteristic at the origin with respect to the í = 0 line, P has uniqueness for functions which are smooth enough if the coefficient of the Dt term does not lie in a certain discrete set of numbers.
Introduction. We consider operators of the form (1) P = A{x, t)D2 + 2B(x, t)DxDt -C(x, t)D2x + \{x, t)Dt + Rx where all the coefficients are real C°° functions, A is nonnegative, C is positive, Rx is a first order linear operator in Dx, Dx = d/dx and Dt = d/dt.
When P is doubly characteristic at the origin with respect to the surface given by t = 0, uniqueness of the solution to the problem: Pu = F, (x, t) G H, a neighborhood of the origin, t > 0, u = uo{x), if t = 0, Dtu = ui(x), if t = 0, is shown to depend on the values of the lower order terms, principally X. If X lies outside a certain discrete set of values the solutions to the problem will be unique whenever p is smooth enough.
If X lies in this discrete set of values, uniqueness will depend on Hi. The dependence on the lower order terms is very complex. There is always uniqueness when (2) \0 = \-DxB-DtA/2>0.
As Xo becomes more negative, u must be assumed to be smoother to get the same result.
There are some values of the coefficients for which no uniqueness results can be obtained. If c> 0, The assertion is proved by taking the support of h to be the positive halfline. Finally, if P is as in (3), P 4-7 is shown to have uniqueness if 7 is a nonzero function.
The operators. P is characteristic with respect to the initial surface at the origin when A vanishes at the origin, and doubly characteristic with respect to this surface when both B and grad A also vanish there.
In order to use the concatenation technique of Visik and Grusin, [12] , it is necessary to factor the principal part of the operator in a neighborhood of the origin which we will take to be fi. The following hypotheses are assumed:
(Ha) There is a C°° function, a, such that A = a2 and Dxa = ax > 0.
(Hb) There is a C°° function, b, such that B = ba.
Then P = a2D2 + 2abDtDx + b2D2x -(C + b2)D2x + \Dt + Rv Let n Then IHI^^IlAwll^ + ^IHI^ + HD^II2,.
The following norm is taken from [1] :
Note that for all u in C"(fi), and o > ero:
Nki<Nli-Also, if u G C~(fi), \\{Dt + c)u\\2 = \\Dtu\\2 +°2\\u\\2.
Similar statements are true when other norms are used. Definition 2. An operator, P, has (UCP)n in an open set, Í7, if, whenever u is an element of HN(Q), and supp u O {t < 0} is compact, then Pu = 0 in Q, implies u = 0 in a neighborhod of supp u n {i < 0}.
Let fi-= Q n {i < 0}. The following lemma is only stated because its proof is an easy modification of that in [8] . LEMMA 1. If there are constants c andoo suchthat for every function v inCf(Q), and every o > oo, the Carleman estimate (6) C\\e-atPv\\N > lle-^Ho holds, then P has {UCP)i<¡+m-Here m is the order of P.
The substitution
shows that (6) is equivalent to the following: there is a constant c, such that c||/Vi||at > IMIo, u E C~(n), a Xt0.
This is the estimate used in proving the theorem.
Proof of the theorem when Xn is positive. Let At be the partial of A with respect to t, Bx, the partial of B with respect to x, and Ct and Cx be the partíais of C with respect to t and x respectively. Lemma 2. IfP is as in (1) PROOF. Integration by parts in Dt shows
whenever u is in Cf (ÍÍ).
Integration by parts in Dx shows that if u E Cf{Vl),
An integration by parts in Dt followed by another in Dx shows if u E C~(f2),
We use (1), (7), (8) , and the last equation, (9) , to get if u E GfJQ), ( Pin, (Dt + a)u) = a\\a(Dt + <j)u\\2 + \\(aC -Cx¡2fl2Dxuf + ||(Xo)1/2(A + a)u\\2 + (R4u, (Dt + a)u) where R4 is a first order operator in Dx.
Schwarz's inequality implies that for some R and any positive e, (R4u, (Dt + o)u) < e\\(Dt + o)u\\2 + l/(2e)\\Ru\\2, u E C?(Ü).
Fix e so that L = Xn -e > 0 after shrinking fi if necessary. Then choose <7n so that cnC -Cx/2 -R/2e) is positive. This implies that the first three terms on the right in (10) dominate the last term on the right, which proves the lemma. G Corollary.
IfP is as in (1) Proof. Define ( 
12) \N = X0 + 2Naxc
then the hypothesis of the corollary implies that in some neighborhood of the origin Xat is strictly positive, and must be bounded away from 0 in some neighborhood of the origin which is taken to be Ü. But
where Rm is a first order operator in Dx. This proves the corollary. □ Now the main theorem will be proved. THEOREM 1. If P is as in (1) This inequality is the first step in an inductive argument. The inductive hypothesis is that there are constants c, r, and <7n, depending on J, N, and P, but not on u E Cf(Q) or a > tro, such that c||i>||;v > cT>||yJV-/u||1,1 + HY^uH,) -Sj.
We now try to recover the inductive hypothesis for J +1. The inductive hypothesis for J implies there are constants c', r', and <7n such that if u E C™(Q) and a > an,
c'||¿Vi||N > a'+ijpmrÄ-/-*aito -Sj.
But the definition of the norms implies there is a constant c" such that c"\\P+u\\n > ffJ+1||yJV-/-1P0«||o> u E C~(ü), a > o0.
Lemma 3 applied to the right-hand side of the inequality above implies the existence of constants c'", r", and a0 such that if u E C™(Q) and a > ctq,
c"'|l¿>lk >aJ+1||p^-^-1y^-/-1u||0-^+1.
Subtracting (16) from the last inequality gives the following for u E C™°(fi) and a > «To: if ç = c + c", and \jy-j-i is as in (12),
Here r" and oo have been increased to absorb all the terms of Sj but the (N -J -l)st. The (N -J -l)st term is the one which must be dominated to recover the inductive hypothesis. Since (h2) guarantees that \n-j-i = 0 in fi, we can add a multiple, m, of the last inequality to (17) If oo is taken bigger than r, then the inductive hypothesis is recovered. This proves the estimate. The theorem follows from Lemma 1. D With the introduction of more machinery, as in [1 and 2] , a slightly stronger theorem can be proved. Is is possible to show that the conditions of Theorem 1 imply P has (UCP)n+i-It is probably not possible to conclude that P has uniqueness for functions with continuous second partials when Xo is negative. It is also possible to strengthen the conclusion of Theorem 2 slightly, but the gain is small compared to the increase in difficulty of the proof.
COROLLARY. // P is as in (1) PROOF. The proof that (h2)' is equivalent to (h2) is exactly as in the corollary to Lemma 2. The equivalence of (hi)' to (hi) follows directly from (2), the definition of X0. 
